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Abstract. Transcoding has a significant eﬀect on streaming media services in wireless networks. The goal of this paper is to reduce network traﬃc due to high network
bandwidth demand and streaming constraints, and enhance the performance of streaming
media services. Therefore, we propose a new OVT (object version transcoding) mechanism based on fuzzy similarity. This work derives a media object relationship to calculate
the individual fuzzy similarity of certain versions of a media object. We take into account transcoding constraints such as media object characteristics, cache capacity and the
properties of the object versions. Based on the given constraints, the proposed mechanism
reduces the startup delay and congestion, and it increases the response rate and cache hit
rate. We obtained excellent results in terms of QoS (Quality of service) metrics, average
service response ratio, startup latency and cache-hit ratio.
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1. Introduction. For achieving streaming media services in wireless networks, streaming service environments such as media servers, cache structures, wireless LANs, and
clients should be considered. In contrast to TCP, the main focus is to reduce end-to-end
congestions that lead to a higher average delay and jitter. Instead, the protocol provides
the means for the timing of media objects, and a sequence number mechanism to detect
packet loss. In order to solve this problem, several QoS aware network mechanisms, such
as a behavior prediction method based on wireless signals, a pre-caching strategy based
on location, and a temp-storing strategy based on capability, have been proposed to help
wireless clients rapidly restore the topology and data forwarding [1-3]. However, unlike
traditional streaming services, streaming service in wireless networks cannot provide service guarantees for inter-domain moving mobile devices. In particular, streaming media
requires more real-time service guarantees compared with that required by file downloading or file sharing. When a streaming media service is implemented in a wireless
network environment, it aﬀects the quality of streaming due to the problems of traﬃc,
limited resources, and bandwidth constraints. Transcoding is a means to overcome these
constraints.
Transcoding is the procedure used to change a coded signal into a signal of another
code. In the streaming media service environment, transcoding is a technique that transforms compressed moving pictures into another specification of moving pictures or adjusts
the bit rate, resolution, and error resilience [4,6]. The typical transcoding mechanism performs caching in addition to web proxy functions. The conventional web proxy, however,
has the problem of deteriorating QoS in the process of streaming media objects due to
delay, congestion, and interference [6-9]. To overcome this limitation, Cardelli et al. [10]
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proposed a coverage-based algorithm and a demand-based algorithm. The coverage-based
algorithm caches the original version of objects, while the demand-based algorithm caches
the transcoded version. These algorithms, however, have congestion and delay problems,
since they do not consider the size of media objects, cache capacity of the proxy, similarity
of media objects, segment version or sizes of media objects, bit rate, or frame rate [11,12].
Hefeeda et al. [5] proposed a media streaming mechanism that leverages underlying peerto-peer streaming support. This mechanism relies on the underlying topology of sender
candidates and network connection qualities to infer goodness of the peers to choose the
best media streaming. However, the above mechanism is not specifically considered for
transcoding for media objects and none of above mechanisms considers relationship about
which media objects are frequently related and referenced.
This paper presents a new object version transcoding method based on fuzzy similarity
to solve the problems of existing methods and enhance the quality of wireless streaming
services. The proposed method applies fuzzy similarity for partitioned versions of streaming media objects. The fuzzy similarity specifies the relationships between the partitioned
versions of media objects.
Thus, the proposed method aims to provide a ceaseless streaming media service by
minimizing the QoS problem in wireless networks, and to reduce network traﬃc due to
the high network bandwidth demand and streaming constraints. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. In Section 2, we talk about some related works. The object version
transcoding models are introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, we present some simulation
results. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Related Works. Typical media transcoding mechanisms neither consider streaming
by partitioning segment versions of media objects nor perform services by integrating various versions of media objects [2,4,6]. Chang et al. [4] proposed a transcoding mechanism
using ORG (Object Relation Graph). This mechanism is eﬃcient for segmenting web
objects. For media objects, however, this mechanism has restrictions due to the large
size. Also, this mechanism has the problem of diﬃcult proxy adaptation for clients with
diﬀerent environments. Miao and Ortega [13] proposed a selective caching mechanism to
improve playback quality. This is an intermediate frame selection mechanism that caches
frames according to the transmission rate. This mechanism, however, has the problem
that it can not cache frames directly after the initial segment.
Cardelli et al. [10] proposed a hierarchical caching structure for the media transcoding.
This mechanism distributes transcoding objects on hierarchical paths. This mechanism
is eﬃcient in reducing the proxy load, while it has the problem of high transcoding cost
due to network latency.
Kao et al. [15] proposed a profit-based function to calculate general object gain by
using a weighted transcoding graph. This mechanism performs transcoding by using a
weighting factor in streaming, and performs cache replacement based on the gain function.
This mechanism, however, requires information about which objects are frequently used.
Shen et al. [14] proposed three caching strategies for TEC (Transcoding-Enabled Caching). This mechanism assumes that there are variants of the same video on the network.
The first two algorithms of this mechanism select one of the video objects and caches.
This mechanism handles with diﬀerent bit rates according to user requests. The third
algorithm caches multi-versions of the same video objects to reduce the processing load
for transcoding.
These algorithms, however, have ambiguity in transcoding relations. Thus, in the
point of streaming media services, we find that the existing mechanisms are not well
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Table 1. The comparison of existing mechanisms
Approach used
A selective caching mechanism [13]

Drawbacks
Does not cache frames directly after the
initial segment.
A hierarchical caching mechanism [10] The problem of high transcoding cost
due to network latency.
ORG (Object Relation Graph) [4]
The problem of proxy adaptation for
clients with diﬀerent environments.
A weighted transcoding graph [15]
Does not support frequency metrics of
objects.
TEC (Transcoding-Enabled caching) Incorrectness in transcoding relations.
[14]
A segment-based buﬀer management Should know in advance the segment inmechanism [3]
formation of media objects.
appropriated for supporting the service performance according to the transcoding. Table
1 shows the comparison of the existing mechanisms.
3. The Proposed Object Version Transcoding Model.
3.1. Fuzzy similarity. Fuzzy similarity can be used to analyze the relationships between
object versions. For the relationships between object versions based on fuzzy similarity,
we present the Fuzzy Similarity Graph (FSG), which is used to specify transcoding in
more detail. As shown in Figure 1, FSG Gi is a directed graph with membership function
µ [16] with a value in the range [0, 1].

Figure 1. Fuzzy similarity graph with respect to membership function µ
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In the graph, Gi denotes the fuzzy similarity between the versions of object segments
i. For each vertex v ∈ V [Gi ], v is the version of transcodable object i. If there exists a
directed edge (u, v) ∈ E[Gi ], then version u for the object segment i is transcoded into
version v. The cost for the transcoding of version u to version v, denoted by µR : u × v →
[0, 1], is the fuzzy similarity from version u to version v.
In FSG, the fuzzy similarities for edges from u to l and from v to l are denoted by
µR (u, l) = 0.8, µR (l, v) = 0.4, respectively. Thus, the fuzzy similarity via the vertex l is
µR (u, l)∧µR (l, v) = 0.8∧0.4 = 0.4. The fuzzy similarity from u to v is the maximum value
of similarities for direct or indirect paths from u to v. For example, if media block objects
o1 and o2 have partitioned object versions o1 = o2 = {v1 , v2 , v3 } and a fuzzy relationship
is given by a fuzzy matrix MR , then the FSG for MR may be represented by Figure 2.

Figure 2. Fuzzy relationship for fuzzy matrix MR
In Figure 2, µR (u, v) denotes the edge connecting two vertices, (u, v). The fuzzy similarity and α-level [16] are applied in FSG. As an example, if the fuzzy matrix for the
partitioned object segment version P = {v1 , v2 , v3 } is given by


1 0.9 0.6
MR =  0 0.6 0  ,
0.9 1 0.4
Then the application of α-level to MR and FSG is depicted by Figure 3.
As shown in Figure 3, the depicted fuzzy similarities are v1 → v2 , v1 → v3 , v3 → v1 ,
v3 → v2 for MR,0.6 , and v1 → v2 , v3 → v1 , v3 → v2 for MR,0.9 . Thus, the reference
priorities for the object versions are determined by the fuzzy similarity.
3.2. Version transcoding. Object version transcoding is used to optimize the streaming
media service by transcoding media objects that exceed the capacity of the proxy cache.
In general, the size of media block objects is larger than that of the proxy cache. Thus,
transcoding is performed to minimize the cache delay and response delay due to the
large media block size. Since the object versions are not given priority, the streaming
request for these objects causes a longer delay. To solve this problem, this paper performs
transcoding of object versions. In this paper, the fuzzy similarity relation between object
versions is defined as follows.
Definition 3.1. A fuzzy similarity relation on X is the fuzzy relation satisfying the following properties.
1) Reflexive Relation: µR (x, x) = 1, ∀x ∈ X
2) Symmetric Relation: µR (x, y) =∪
µR (y, x)
3) Transitive Relation: µR (x, z) = {µR (x, y) ∩ µR (y, z)}
y
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Figure 3. Relationship for MR and FSG

Figure 4. Fuzzy relationship
Aα = {x |µA (x) ≥ α} is applied to derive the equivalence relation of Rα for fuzzy set
A. Hence, a smaller α value means a lower similarity, and a larger α value means a
higher similarity. Media objects are arranged according to the similarity, and transcoding
priorities are determined.
As an example, consider the fuzzy relationship shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4 shows that the similarity relation for α ≥ 0.2 is {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 , v6 }, which
means a very low similarity transcoding relation. If α is larger than or equal to 0.8, then
the similarity relation is {v1 , v3 }, {v2 , v5 }, and {v4 , v6 }. A low similarity relation indicates
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large media object sizes or the presence of ambiguity among media objects. Thus, the
transcoding becomes clearer according to the increase of α-level or the similarity from
α ≥ 0.6 to α ≥ 0.8 and α ≥ 1.
3.3. Streaming control. This section solves streaming problem by presenting a mapping
method. Streaming control is for an eﬃcient media service that is restricted by mapping.
Thus, in this paper, we restricted the streaming via disjunction mapping (∪), conjunction
mapping (∩), and filtering mapping. For restrictions C and c ∈ C, the mapping for
streaming control is classified as the follows.
3.3.1. Disjunction mapping. The disjunction (∪) mapping policy replaces objects with MC,C
in-Max relations considering the cache capacity and the size of object versions. Mdisjunction
s
and Mdisjunction denote the replacement mapping that considers the cache capacity and
the size of object versions, respectively. Thus, disjunction (∪) mapping is defined as the
following.
Definition 3.2. Mdisjunction : ∀c, c0 ∈ C, c is c ∪ c0 . C is cache capacity, and s is the size
of object versions.
(C,C)∪s

3.3.2. Conjunction mapping. Conjunction (∩) mapping, which considers the capacity of
the cache, the size of the object versions, and the Fuzzy Similarity Relationship (FSR), is
C,C
s
the policy used to replace objects with Min-Max relationships. Mdisjunction
, Mdisjunction
,
F SR
and Mconjunction represent conjunction mappings considering the capacity of the cache, the
size of the object versions, and FSR, respectively. Thus, conjunction mapping is defined
as follows.
(C,C)∩s∩F SR

Definition 3.3. Mconjunction

: c ∩ c0 ∈ C, ∀c, c0 ∈ C where ∀c, c0 ∈ C, Ø is null.

3.3.3. Filtering mapping. Filtering mapping is the policy used to delete objects that do
not satisfy disjunction mapping (∪) or conjunction mapping (∩). Filtering mapping,
which is performed by disjunction mapping and conjunction mapping, is denoted by
SR
MfFiltering
for fi ∈ F and defined as follows.
SR
SR
SR
Definition 3.4. MfFiltering
={MfFiltering
(O) |M in{α ≤ µ(Bi ) and µ(Sj ) ≥ α} or MfFiltering
SR
= {MfFiltering
(O) |F SR < 0.6}.

As an example, if Mf0.1∪0.4
iltering (o) is performed for each object cache block CB1 , CB2 , and
CB3 in Table 2, then according to the above definitions such objects as CB1 = {o1 , o3 },
CB2 = {o2 , o4 }, and CB3 = {o3 , o4 } are filtered out.
Table 2. Object cache block structure
HH
o
HH
o11
CB
HH

CB1
CB2
CB3

o12 o13 o14

0.3 0.7 0.2
0.6 0.1 0.8 0.4
0.5 0.9 0.3 0.2

4. Simulation Results. In the simulation, the total number of media objects is set to
N, and 3 VoD sources are used as standard video sequences. The VoD sources have media
object frames of 1,350, 1,450, and 1,500, respectively. To simplify the simulation, the
media object version is assumed to have a Pareto distribution and is limited to a size of
5Mbytes. The other parameters are as follows: the maximum bit rate is 1.5Mbps, the
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packet size is 512kb, the link bandwidth is 10/100Mbps, and the average link bandwidth
is 1.2Mbps. The simulation continued for 560s with µ ≥ 0.7, 0 < α < 1, and the time
stamp of stream ts in [1, 20s]. The mobile client is assumed to be connected to the IP
backbone network using a wireless IP. We evaluated the performance of the proposed
scheme by using the simulation parameters shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Simulation parameters
Parameters
Value
Total number of media objects
4,300
Number of Partitioned versions
5
Media object block size
25Mbytes
Object version size
5Mbytes
Total simulation time
560s
Request time interval
2s
Time stamp
[1, 20s]
Maximum cache full
90%
Fuzzy similarity
0≤ µ <1
Link bandwidth
10/100Mbps
Average link bandwidth
1.2Mbps
Maximum bit rate
1.5Mbps
We evaluated the performance by changing the fuzzy similarity, the size of the media
objects, and the cache size. The major metrics used in the evaluation are the average
startup latency, loss by average response ratio, and average cache hit ratio. The proposed
method is compared with the other existing methods of the coverage-based method [10],
demand-based method [10] and weight-based method [15].
In the simulation, we analyzed the performance of the average startup latency, average
loss by response ratio and average cache hit ratio with increasing media object size when
the fuzzy similarity is 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9, respectively.
In the first simulation, we analyzed the performance of the average startup latency and
the average loss by response ratio with varying fuzzy similarity.
In the second simulation, we analyzed the performance of the average cache hit ratio.
Figures 5-7 are simulation results obtained by increasing the media object block size
from 5Mbytes to 25Mbytes.
As shown in Figure 5, the proposed method showed improvement in average performance compared with coverage-based method, demand-based method, and weight-based
method.
Figure 6 is the simulation result obtained by varying the fuzzy similarity. As shown in
Figure 5, the proposed method showed improvement in average performance. The reason
is because the proposed scheme applies the fuzzy similarity. On the contrary to this, they
degrade performance compared with the proposed scheme because other schemes do not
apply the fuzzy similarity.
Figure 7 is the average cache hit ratio obtained by varying the media object block size
from 5Mbytes to 25Mbytes. We simulated the performance with respect to the increase
of fuzzy similarity, and obtained the best results when the fuzzy similarity was 0.8 and
0.9.
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Figure 5. Average startup latency according to the fuzzy similarity

Figure 6. Average response loss ratio according to the fuzzy similarity

Figure 7. Average cache hit ratio according to the fuzzy similarity
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The proposed method has better results than the weight-based method, which achieves
excellent performance. This shows that the proposed method is not influenced by wireless
network constraints, media object characteristics, cache capacity or overhead constraints.
Hence, the proposed method can perform eﬃcient transcoding, and streaming media
services can maintain a stable state.
5. Conclusions. Transcoding in wireless networks is an important means to enhance
QoS of streaming media services. In this paper, we proposed a new object version
transcoding method based on fuzzy similarity for streaming QoS. We constructed a
fuzzy similarity graph for the transcoding specification, which was used to determine
the transcoding relationship for object segment versions of media objects. The proposed
method determines transcoding for streaming media services of media object versions.
We utilized the α-level to eliminate the ambiguity of transcoding and to improve the
performance of streaming media services. We analyzed the performance of the proposed
method to confirm the simulation results. The simulation was performed by changing the
media object size and fuzzy similarity in order to evaluate the performance. According
to the simulation results, the proposed method showed improvement in average performance compared with the coverage-based method, demand-based method, and weightbased method.
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